When Cole Swensen writes "So far gives in in grains. Rain rains down upon rain" (53) the concrete image and the form of the line are in a tense coexistence. On one hand, this poem conveys an image of rain falling; on the other, when rain is the subject, object, and verb of a sentence, its excess hints at the emotional state of the speaker. We see a forlornness on the speaker's part to be saturated with this thing, exemplified in it filling her/his periphery and very language (think "Water, water, every where / Nor any drop to drink"). However, this "rain" is made dynamic through the playful tone conveyed in its rhyme to "grains," which cuts away some of the "forlornness" found in the repetition. To add the multitudes already elaborated upon, the repetition of the word "rain," through a small amount of semantic satiation, also has the effect of making the word verge on becoming jargon, and as such, the ability for "rain" to represent a real The ideas in things here are a resistance to things being merely aesthetic. Instead, things here contain multitudes and hidden contexts that the speaker hints at in form, but are ultimately unknowable. That is the poetry I want to write. Not language for language's sake; not images for smooth readerly consumption, but a fraught coalescence of both. I want the "so much depends upon" as much as I want Williams' image. When Joseph Massey writes "A parking lot-degrees of torpor" (58) I want the m-dash to forge an analogy between this emotion and the image regardless of me being unable to understand the context of their conjunction. The prevalent notion throughout New Criticism and beyond that poems "do," but don't "mean" forgets that poems develop and underdevelop their own meanings and contexts. When Joshua Marie
Wilkinson writes "A storm like / thousands of locusts / listening" (Wilkinson 34 ), an image is created, there is a storm; there are locusts presented in negation. However, this "listening" offers a shift in tone and perspective as the macro becomes specific and sensory. As Wilkinson exemplifies, there is a poem that can mean and do; a poem that conveys images and that uses form to convey to the reader that there is something just out of the periphery of the poemsomething that can be understood emotionally, but not in content. 
